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Abstract 
We generalize the Z*-theorem for finite groups to finite vcd-groups. 
Let r be any group and p be a prime. An element x in r of order a power 
of p is said to be p-cohomologically central if the natural inclusion C,(x) L) r induces 
an isomorphism in group cohomology with trivial Z,-coefficients where 
C,-(x) denote the centralizer of x in r. The purpose of this paper is to study 
such elements in the case when r is a discrete virtually torsion-free groups with 
finite virtual cohomological dimension (vcd) which are also known as finite 
vcd-groups cf. [l]. Important examples of such groups include finite groups, 
fundamental groups of finite graphs of finite groups, arithmetic groups and mapping 
class groups. 
The principal motivation of our work is the classical Z*-theorem for finite groups 
due to Glauberman [4]. One way to state this theorem is in terms of control of fusion. 
Suppose G is any group. The Quillen category of finite p-subgroups of G, denoted by 
Q,(G), is a category where the objects are the finite p-subgroups of G and morphisms 
Hi -+ H2 are homomorphisms of the form C, : x +x9 = gxg- ’ for some g EC. A sub- 
group H of G is said to control finite p-fusion in G if the natural map Q,(H) + Q,(G) is 
an equivalence of categories. In other words we have the following two conditions 
satisfied: 
(a) every finite p-subgroup of G is conjugate to a subgroup in H, 
(b) if HI, H, EQJH) then Morg,&H1,Hz) = MorQp&H1, Hz) where HI, Hz are 
regarded as objects of Q,(G) in the latter. 
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Z*-theorem for finite groups. Let G he ajnite group. Supose x EC is an element of order 
a power of p and Co(x) controlsjnite p-fusion in G. Then 
G = C,(x).Or(G). 
Here O,(G) denotes the maximal normal subgroup of G of order prime to p. 0 
Now for finite groups, control of finite p-fusion is equivalent to isomorphism of 
group cohomology with trivial Z,-coefficients. One of the main results in [2] is to 
prove its analogue in one direction for finite vcd-groups. 
Theorem 1 [a]. Suppose f’: I-, + r, is a homomorphism of finite vcd-groups. If 
H*(f): H*(T,,Z,) -+ H*(T,,Z,) is un isomorphism of group cohomology with trivial 
Z,-coeficients, then f induces an equivalence of categories between Q,(r,) and 
Q,trz). 0
Our first aim is to prove a Z*-theorem for finite vcd-groups under an appropriate 
finiteness condition. Let O,,(r) denote the maximal normal finite subgroup of r of 
order prime to p. 
Z*-theorem for finite vcd-groups. Let r be a finite vcd-group. Suppose x is 
p-cohomologically central in r which satisjes the condition that the commutator 
subgroup [(x), l-1 is finite. Then 
r = cr(x).[(x),r] = cr(x).O,.(r). 
We shall prove this result afer some preliminary lemmas. Recall an object H EQr(r) 
is said to be isolated in Q,(r) if for every K EQ,(r), there is at most one morphism 
from H to K. It is straightforward to check this is equivalent to the following: 
whenever (H, Hg) is contained in a subgroup in Q,(r), then g ECU. 
Lemma 2. Let T be afinite vcd-group. If x is p-cohomologically central in T, then (x) is 
isolated in Q,(r). 
Proof. Suppose (x,xY) c K for some finite p-subgroup K of r. We want 
to show 1/ EC,(X). Since x is p-cohomologically central, it follows from Theorem 1 
that there exists x Er with K” c C,(x). This implies xa EC,(X). Consider the 
morphism C,:(x) + (xa) in Q,(r). Since x, xr OCR, Theorem 1 implies 
that C, = C, for some /3 ECU. In other words pP’cc EC,(X) or CI ECJ-(x). 
A similar argument gives x7 OCR. Therefore y OCR and we are 
finished. 0 
In the case of finite groups, the converse is also true. 
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Theorem [3]. Suppose G is a$nite group. Zf H EQJG) is isolated, then C,(H) controls 
finite p-fusion in G. 0 
Recall that r has a torsion-free normal subgroup r’ of finite index. Consider the 
inverse image of O,(T/T’) in r and denote it by O,, (r, r’). Notice O,,(T,r’) is 
a normal subgroup of r which does not contan any finite p-subgroups. 
Lemma 3. Let r be ajinite vcd-group. Suppose x is p-cohomologically central in r and 
the group (x, xY) is finite for all 7 Er. Then x is central in T/O,,(T, r’). 
Proof. Denote the natural projection r + T/T’ = G by TC. We want to show the image 
of n(x) in G/O,,(G) is central. Since G is finite, this follows from the Z*-theorem for 
finite groups and the previous theorem if (z(x)) is isolated in Q,(G). 
Suppose (n(x), z(x)“) c K for some finite p-subgroup K of G and g EG. Let y be an 
element of r such that z(y) = g. Consider (x,x’) c r. By hypothesis (x,x’) is a finite 
group and thus maps injectively into G via rr. Therefore (x,x’) is a finite p-subgroup 
of r. By Lemma 2 we conclude ?/ OCR and hence g = rc(y) l C&rc(x)). This proved 
(z(x)) is isolated in Q,(G). Since r/O,.(r,r’) % G/O,,(G) is an isomorphism this 
gives the desired result. 0 
Proof of the Z*-theorem for finite vcd-groups. First observe the hypothesis that the 
commutator subgroup [(x), r] is finite implies that the group (x,x’) is finite for all 
y Er. By previous lemma the commutator subgroup [(x),r] is contained in 
O,(r, r’). Since [(x), r] is assumed to be finite, then [(x), r] is a finite p’-group. We 
want to show r = C,(x). [(x), r]. Consider the projection cp: r + r/[(x),r]. If 
y Er, then q(y) commutes with q(x). This means (x)’ c cp- ‘((q(x))) = [(x), r] (x). 
Since [ (x),r](x) is a finite group with p-Sylow subgroups (x) and (x)~, we 
have (x)’ = (x)~ for some M E[(x),~]. Therefore a- ly ~Nr((x)) and 
r = N,( (x)). [(x), r]. But if y EN~( (x)), then [x, y] E(X) n [ (x), r] = {I}. There- 
fore N,((x)) = C,(X). Since [(x), r] c O,,(r), we also have r = C,(x).O,,(r). 0 
Let Z”(T) denote the set of p-cohomologically central elements of r and 9(r) 
denote the set of elements x Er of order a power of p satisfying the condition that 
the commutator subgroup [(x), r] is finite. We have shown there is a natural 
map 
where Z() denotes the center. It is easy to check Z”(T) nF(r) is closed under 
conjugation. We have the following results regarding @. 
Proposition 4. Suppose an element y is Z(r/O,,(r)) f o or d er a power of p is the image of 
an element in F(r) under the projection r -T/O,,(T). Then y belongs to the image 
of @. 
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Proof. Suppose rc(x) = y where x EF(~). The hypothesis on y implies that 
[(x), r] c O,,(r). Therefore [(x), r] is a normal finite subgroup of r of order prime 
to p. This proves x is p-cohomologically central since we have a commutative 
diagram: 




H*(Cr(x)lCr(x) n I(X). rl, L,) < H*(rIC<x>> r1> Z,) 
for the proof of the Z*-theorem showed r = C,((x)). [(x), r]. Hence y = Q(x) 
where x EZ~(~) nF(r). 0 
Proposition 5. Two elements x, y of Zc(r) nF(r) have the same image under @ if and 
only if x and y are conjugates. 
Proof. Since G(x) is central in T/O,,(T), this implies the images of x, xy in T/O,(T) 
are equal. In other words @(x’) = Q(x). Conversely, suppose y = xw for 
some w EOp,(r). It follows (x), (y) are p-Sylow subgroups of the finite group 
(x,Op,(r)). Hence (x)’ = (y) for some y Er. This gives xY = y” for some 
integer m prime to p. Now Q(y) = G(x) = @(x7) = @(y”). Since the order of y 
is a power of p and the order of O,,(r) is prime to p, this implies that 
y” = y. 0 
Final remark. Our Z*-theorem can be generalized to an arbitrary finite p-subgroup 
H of r in place of (x). The key observation is that for every x EH, the inclusion 
Cr(H) -C,(x) will induce an equivalence of Quillen categories. This in turn implies 
that we have an equivalence of Quillen categories between Q,(Cr(x)) and Q,(r). The 
proof of Lemma 2 and the rest of the arguments will then go through as before. 
Therefore we have the following theorem. 
Z*-theorem for finite vcd-groups. Let r be a jinite vcd-group. Suppose H is a 
p-subgroup of r such that Cr(H)-r induces an isomorphism of group cohomology 
with trivial Z,-coeficients. If H satisjes the condition that the commutator subgroup 
[H, r] is jinite, then 
r = C,-(H)- [H,T] = cr(H)*o,,(r). 0 
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